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BLOGGING, GEOGRAPHIC ILLITERACY AND THE GREAT
SUBMERGENCE

This brief Perspective is a follow up to EMR’s promise to Jim Bacon to look into Larry Gross’s
‘comments’ on Jim’s 5 September Blog post at www.baconsrebellion.com (Emerging
‘Exurban’ (Core Confusing Word) Dead Zone).  His post paraphrased THE GREAT
SUBMERGENCE.  I spent so much time on this item that it seemed wise ‘to clean it up’ so it
could be circulated to the OFVAFUN and others. 

The following is both an evaluation of the usefulness of ‘blogging’ with citizens who have too
much time on their hands, the ability to type and are afflicted with Geographic Illiteracy AS
WELL AS a condemnation of most of the perspectives of Larry Gross – and others in (and
speculating in) the Outer Radius Bands –  who is (are) whistling past the grave yard due to
Geographic Illiteracy, Spacial Obliviousness and Self Delusion.

larryg | September 5, 2014 at 11:30 am

re: “shocked to see so many boarded up and tumble-down buildings that property owners had
simply abandoned. ”

important to realize that this is rural America not exurban .
re: “powerful forces”

Note that both ‘rural’ and ‘exurban’ are Core Confusing Words.  That means the author is
probably confused but it means FOR SURE that the readers will be confused and confounded
since they EACH have varied and often conflicting Neural Linguistic Images that are triggered by
these two words – and the other eight Core Confusing Words that SYNERGY avoids using.  See
End Note One – Vocabulary and Capitalization  

To set the record straight:

The United States is now composed of wall-to-wall New Urban Regions made up of UrbanSides
and CountrySide.  (The ‘Urban Support Regions’ described in THE SHAPE OF THE FUTURE
are gone for reasons spelled out in TRILO-G and subsequent Current Perspectives.)  

The existing state, municipal, Zip Code, school service areas, and other ‘official’ geographies
have little or nothing to do with economic, social and physical reality.  See CP # 35 – A PLACE
TO START.   
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Just to be clear: the UrbanSides are located WITHIN The Logical Location of The Clear Edge
(LLCE) which can be identified in any high quality contemporary air photo.  The rest of the
nation-state is CountrySide.  CountrySides make up 95 percent of the vast US of A in the Lower
48.  SubRegions of the CountrySide vary dramatically in use and topography.  

There are often many Urban HouseHolds scattered in the CountrySide in orphaned, UNits,
DOoryards and CLusters.  The Urban ‘status’ of the HouseHolds is determined by the source of
Household income and by lifestyles of members – e.g. dependence upon Urban Core
technologies and activities.  

The contamination of scattered Urban HouseHolds is most problematic within 120 miles of the
Centroids of large New Urban Region Cores.  This is especially true for those that are
components of MegaRegions.  

The higher the percentage of Urban HouseHolds there are in any given SubRegion of the
CountrySide, the more dysfunctional the CountrySide is in providing CountrySide goods (food,
fiber, Natural Capital etc.) and Services (water sheds, air sheds, biological diversity, etc.)  As
frequently noted by SYNERGY, those who are engaged in NonUrban activities in the
CountrySide now make up about 5 percent of the population.  The percentage is projected to
increase to 20 percent to improve the quality of food and lower the dependence on Industrial
Agriculture by applying Regional Import Replacement. 

The exception to scattered, dysfunction generating Urban HouseHolds in the CountrySide are
those HouseHolds WITHIN Urban enclaves IN the Countryside.  The Urban enclaves in the
CountrySide support the CountrySide uses and make up the Balanced But Disaggregated
COmmunities IN the CountrySide.  The Urban enclaves are ALSO surrounded by Clear Edges –
e.g. Greater Warrenton has a Clear Edge spelled out in Town and County policy and to some
extent practice.  

The antecedents of these CountrySide Urban enclaves are the Neolithic Trading VIllages that
were the very FIRST Urban enclaves.  As noted by Jane Jacobs and others, these Neolithic
Trading VIllages PROCEEDED and were an essential catalyst in the transition from hunter-
gather societies to Agrarian societies.   See THE SHAPE OF THE FUTURE Chapter One.

One other point about Urban HouseHolds in the Countryside: If the true full cost of scattering
Urban HouseHolds in the Countryside were charged to those who make the location decisions
and their Organizations there would be very few such HouseHolds OUTSIDE the Urban enclaves
in the CountrySide that range in scale for crossroads hamlets (DOoryard scale) to VIllages and
COmmunities.  

Jim Bacon says he does not care where or how citizens live so long as they ALL pay ALL the
costs associated with their decisions – economic, social and physical – and he is right.
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Now back to Larry Gross:

in the last few threads on Education – it became abundantly clear to me the significance of
neighborhoods and schools in people making choices where to live.

That is true for the less-well-to-do among from 20 to 25 percent of the HouseHolds in the typical
New Urban Region that have or plan to have children.  Chris Nelson takes this cohort into
account when he documents that there are 25 MILLION more Large Single HouseHold
Dwellings on Large Lots than will be needed in the next two decades.  (Reshaping Metropolitan
America.) 

SYNERGY’s Perspective is that in the future fewer and fewer women will choose to have
children but for the next two decades those entering the shelter market are already living – in this
nation-state or in some other one.

In NoVa – ...

If by ‘NoVa’ Mr. Gross means ‘the northern part of Virginia’ then his following comments are
meaningless because by any meaningful economic, social or physical criteria ‘the northern part of
Virginia IS the National Capital SubRegion and that reaches far South of Spotsylvania County,
Fredericksburg and Stafford County which Mr. Gross uses as his frame of reference.

Using imprecise geographical descriptors is a very good field mark for Geographic
Illiteracy. 

... not only is housing expensive – but the less expensive homes tend to be in neighborhoods with
lower tier schools … and that, in turn drives educated people with kids to more affordable
neighborhoods with better schools – i.e the exurbs.

There may be some truth in this statement but it is hard to tell because of the use of uncapitalized
‘neighborhood’ (what scale is this component?) and a Core Confusing Word.   Both Zillow and
Trulia provide UNit by UNit profiles of school ‘scores’ for every dwelling in ‘the Fredericksburg
area.’  That does not help make intelligent decisions.

Unfortunately, school service areas do not reflect the organic components of human settlement.  
However, they will in the future due to THE GREAT SUBSIDENCE – that is IF a technology
based civilization survives the current epidemic of ‘global’ catastrophes and the REgional and
MegaRegional economic, social and physical dysfunctions.  
 

Despite what Ed Risse believes – the Fredericksburg Area is once again booming with new
residential construction ...
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EMR and SYNERGY are generally aware of where Mr. Gross lives based on his past references
to specific land marks.  We, however, have no idea in what Universe he resides.

A tour of Trulia and Zillow provides some insight into what is really happening in ‘the
Fredericksburg area.’ 

Trulia reports that on just one day (5 September 2014) 12 houses with a Fredericksburg address
were reduced in price.  They were reduced from $4,100 to $14,900 a UNit.  A similar number
were reduced on the same day in Spotsylvania County.  

Trulia (and Zillow that is now owned by the same Enterprise) make it hard for site visitors to
gather meta data – because they sell that information to clients.  However, based on the number
of UNits (and land) on the market at 10 UNits a day every one would be reduced once a month. 
That is not likely to happen – at least for a few months – but it puts the current ‘hot market’ in
perspective.   

A check of some to the UNit profiles documents that they have been on the market for over a
year and many have been reduced several times.  Based on price history it is easy to see that
some UNits are now listed at below replacement cost.  Based on experience in other SubRegions,
many have failing septic systems, inefficient or inoperative HVAC systems, and other
maintenance and repair shortcomings.  Frequently, the owners are on fixed incomes and cannot
afford to maintain the 20 to 40 year old UNits and systems.   Those are reasons that Jim Bacon
observed abandoned UNits a little farther from the Centroid of the National Capital SubRegion.
SYNERGY noted this same thing in 2010 on more remote back roads in he Outer Radius Bands.  

Zillow’s maps indicate that beyond 10 miles from the Centroid of Fredericksburg (a Beta
Community in the Countryside close to the Core of the National Capital SubRegion) there are
more foreclosures on the market than for-sale UNits.  There is no easy way to tell how many of
the for-sales are short sales approved by the lenders.

Both Zillow and Trulia indicate that the big difference between houses in ‘the Fredericksburg
Area’ that are more than 10 miles from the Centroid is that these UNits did NOT GO UP
significantly between 2002 to 2006 and so did not fall as far from 2007 to 2011 and again in
2013 and 2014.  

The two ‘real estate’ sites also indicate that the square foot value of Mode-of-the-Market Large
Single HouseHold Detached Dwellings (4 + br, 2+ ba, 2 car garage) on lots of over .2 acres is
LOWER than ‘similar’ UNits in the 35-mile to 55-mile Radius Band in the I-66 and US Route 29
Corridors.  This in spite of VRE running South of Fredericksburg, extensive Park and Ride, HOV
lanes, etc. 

When it becomes clear to prospective buyers that houses outside the Core of Fredericksburg – or
near other VRE stations – have NOT and will NOT appreciate, potential buyers will have a new
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reason NOT to buy in ‘the Fredericksburg area.’

Now for more reality...

... and it’s not large-lots – it’s 3 or 4 houses to the acre – in subdivisions with water/sewer on a
cul-de-sac – with school bus service to a “good” neighborhood school.

OK, we are getting to the nub of one source of confusion.  

There are lenders, speculators, developers and a few big builders who owned land before the
2006-2008 crash who are trying to build ‘places’ that support ‘community’ (small ‘c’) in both
Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties.  

Examples include the Walton Group projects (Alexander’s Crossing, Heritage Woods, and
Sherwood Forest) as well as others such as Jackson ‘Village’.  These places are all near VRE
stations and I -95.  They all plan to build commercial areas as well as APARTMENTS and
townhouses.  Existing approvals by Spotsylvania County now exceed 5,000 dwellings without
these new projects according to the Freelance Star.

Some of these proto-COmmunities may achieve Critical Mass.  If they do and if they approach a
Balance of J / H  / S / R / A they may survive and perhaps thrive.   When this happens the values
will be stable (that is they will ‘escalate’ at the rate of inflation) and there will be a few
‘commuters.’  The need for Balance will reduce the population of commuters due to COmmunity
scale Import Replacement.

If one wants to improve their chance of choosing the right ‘project’ take along Emily Badger
(WaPo), Chris Leinberger (GWU) or one of the principles of PlaceMakers (a partial list for
illustration).  The question they will help answer is: Will this place become a WALKUP or an
orphan with better landscaping and an alterative ride North.  Do not bother with a real estate
agent.  They have no more idea of what lies ahead than they have an idea of how they have
contributed to the launching pad for THE GREAT SUBMERSION.

Finally, even if only the Single HouseHold Detached UNits in these projects are sold – to
commuters – these HouseHolds will take up FAR less land than the historic Mode-of-the-
Markets orphaned UNits, Dooryard and CLusters.  That leaves NO market for the VAST
majority of the land and dwellings in the rest of ‘the Fredericksburg area.’  

See observations on what is happening in Eastern Loudoun and West Prince William in CP # 34
– WHISTLING PAST THE GRAVEYARD.  There is vastly more land ‘in play’ than can be
converted to functional, Balanced and Complete COmmunity settlement patterns that will be
required to meet the current and projected market for shelter. 

The common thread among the ‘new’ projects in ‘the Fredericksburg area’ is that all these
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‘activities’ are being funded with opium (spelled OPM, or OP$ aka, Other Peoples Money). 
Some have deep pockets and will last for several years.  

But will ‘the market’ last when ‘the market’ learns that there will be no one to buy the house
when the kids graduate from ‘the pretty good’ school and move on to college or the Core of some
‘better place to live’ from their perspective?   See the references in CP # 31 UNReal ESTATE.

The more basic question is: Will there be Jobs in the Core of the National Capital SubRegion to
which one could commute if they wanted to?  Even Steve Fuller is hedging his bets.

Keep in mind that large well established Enterprises (‘elephants’) can establish links with tech
talent across the globe.  However, the ‘gazelles’ thrive in WALKUPs where social contact is as
important as the work time in generating new ideas and markets.  Even gazelles can have
distributed Enterprise parts but almost all are in WALKUPs ‘someplace.’ 

Reinforcing this reality is the need to evolve smaller collective and individual ecological
footprints for humans.  That also happens in Compact, Balanced, Complete Alpha COmmunities. 

Now back to Larry G. 

I posted a link to the best elementary schools in Va (based on SOL reading and math scores):

http://www.schooldigger.com/go/VA/schoolrank.aspx

pick a couple in the top 10 and dig down to the student demographics…and you’re going to find
schools with 5% or less black population. A couple have 1% – many have similar percentages
for free/reduced lunches – in the 2-5% range rather than the state average of about 25%.

these are also powerful forces.. that essentially power the exurbs.

First, the school data – and all other current Agency data – is collected and aggregated based on
imaginary (aka, political) geography.  No one is willing to pay for collecting data based on reality
because they do not want to know what it will tell them.  

The only way we know of to generate USEFUL data is to use techniques such as Bill Lucy and
Dave Philips developed as the basis for Confronting SubUrban (Core Confusing Word)
Decline.  

Second and most important, these are ‘powerful forces’ for a declining segment of the population
and there are many Single HouseHold Detached Dwellings with yards owned by empty nester
Boomers inside R = 20 who want to get out of fully paid-for but deteriorating dwellings.  Those
prices will come down as the number of those who want to sell goes up and more desirable
places for empty nester Boomers become available.  The U TURN will impact all parts of the
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New Urban Region, not just the Outer Radius Bands. 

In terms of things “collapsing” – we have VRE and one of the largest bus and van and carpool
rates in the entire country.

As noted for SYNERGY/Planning, Inc’s study for the Northern Virginia Regional (aka,
SubRegional) Commission, nee Northern Virginia Planning District Commission, there is
enough vacant and underutilized land within walking distance of the existing and proposed VRE
platforms to house and Service the entire population of East Prince William, Non-Quantico
MCB-dependent Stafford County and Fredericksburg.  This is where the market wants to go –
components that make up 30 pn / ac Balanced COmmunities at the Alpha COmmunity scale. 
(Recall the locations of the current ‘projects’ listed above.)

This leaves all the rest of ‘the Fredericksburg area’ out in the cold.  How so?

There are perhaps 300,000 acres in this ‘area’ and with THREE QUARTERS of this area in
OpenSpace and OpenLand (including battlefield parks) that leaves a holding capacity for 2.25
million citizens at the densities that are now favored by the market.
 

In other words – we have more and more folks moving away from solo-driving and that is
probably going to accelerate with HOT Lanes dues to come online in early 2015.

The area is already dotted with about a dozen commuter lots – each one holds hundreds of cars
(or more)… and more are on the way.

Now factor in who will want to buy these UNits from the existing happy commuters.

If you look at places like New York – and the existence of rail like the Long Island Rail Road and
the Connecticut Commuter Rail system which has more than 100 stations – it’s hard to believe
that the exurbs of Long Island and Connecticut are about to go away anytime soon – because
people want to live in single family homes they can afford where there are good neighborhood
schools.

PLEASE!  Provide land area, existing populations and infrastructure profiles before making
sweeping generalizations about profoundly different geographies. 

I just don’t think people are going to live in crowded ...

In the eyes of those who are in the market for 30 pn / ac Balanced and Complete
Alpha COmmunities these are NOT crowed places, they are ‘human habitat’ that
are the fastest to build (unlike The NEW Tysons), the cheapest to build without
VAST subsides – direct and indirect – and easiest to LOVE.
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... conditions unless they have no other options and as long as our government policies support
METRO, VRE, AND Hot Lanes – we’re not retracting…

“we’re not retracting” what?

If the METRO areas ...

Please define.  It is all Caps does that mean in METRO Station Areas?  Does it mean
the Metropolitan Area – that is the Washington-Baltimore Consolidated
Metropolitan Area...

... want to grow more dense – they need to improve the failing schools in the more affordable
neighborhoods.

If you mean the Core of the National Capital SubRegion, there is NO dispute.  

That is why Fairfax will be FORCED to follow Alexandria and Arlington in TRYING to build
just those sort of places – WALKABLE places that are easiest and cheapest to provide at 30 pn /
ac at the Alpha COmmunity scale.

Jim talks about “restrictions” that prevent increased density.

Jim is right about the impact of Land Use Controls based on H. Hover’s 1926 model enabling
act.  It is, however, a lot more complex.  There is the impact of the huge subsidies to support
Large Private Vehicles (LPVs) and the imperative to accommodate LPVs in Planned New
Communities.  In Dead End , Benjamin Ross cites many more.  In our view, the most important
factor was the supposed ‘lack of market’ by the real estate / industrial complex and the fact that
most parties could make more money, faster by building what those afflicted by Geographic
Illiteracy THOUGHT was in their best interest.  Now there is a market for quality places and the
regulations have already changed on more than enough land to provide for the growing demand.

When you go from 3 pn ac Single HouseHold Detached on Big Lots to 30 pn / ac
with a mix of UNits you find that an Order of Magnitude is a BIG thing.

I’d posit that crappy school doom the neighborhoods around them in terms of appeal and
desirability. If you give people the choice for an affordable home with a crappy neighborhood
school or an affordable home with a good school – in the exurbs – it’s a game changer.

It would have been for a small percentage of the population.  But now there will be lots of
options.  Those who are looking for just ‘good schools’ will consult Zillow and Trulia and
realize that the value of land and improvements is already going down in the Outer Radius
Bands.  
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Those values will go down more and faster when potential buyers understand they
can get what they REALLY want without gambling on their ‘investment’ going
away.  

The schools first cohort will come to understand that they do not want to get caught with a
crappy commute AND a weak municipal government that cannot afford to keep up its
infrastructure or Services including schools.  See Steve Marohn Thoughts on Building Strong
Towns and his Ponzi Scheme.  
 

advocates of “Smart Growth” would do well to consider the school issue as a significant
impediment to attracting new residents rather than repelling them to the exurbs.

It is NOT just Smart Growth advocates.  It is everyone including governance practitioners who
do not want their tax base to erode and citizens who do not want to lose their investment in land
and improvements.  Those who move FAST and have special assets may ‘win.’  Most will lose. 

People HATE the commute – they’d do almost anything to escape it – except putting their kids in
really bad neighborhood schools

When one has only one tool and it is a hammer, every problem looks like a nail.

When one does not understand that their hammer has a loose head you can hurt yourself or others

..................

larryg | September 5, 2014 at 8:46 pm  
 

there are so many ways to look at these issues beyond they more typical “smart growth”
perspectives.

the biggest cost by far in Fairfax and other Nova localities has to be schools.

Back to one tool...

The average cost per pupil is $13, 347. The average Real Estate tax bill is about $5000.

No one disagrees that Agencies must:

Lower the cost of education. 
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Expand the revenue stream to pay for education. (For example, charge a transport fee to
those who choose to live where bussing is necessary.  Even at 10 pn / ac every child can
walk to an elementary, middle and high school.)

However, those tasks pale compared to the need to provide quality, effective health care for an
aging population.

And THAT pales compared to the imperative of Profoundly Transform the economic systems to
provide a more equitable allocation of the benefits.  These changes will allow more citizens to
afford the benefits of humans having burned through the most readily available of the Planets
Natural Capital. 

Fairfax is like most other counties when it comes to school costs in that the tax revenues per
dwelling for most homes no where near the actual costs to deliver education services to those
homes.

Fairfax will change or it will lose its tax base.

The lower priced residential have an even worse tax vs services ratio.

On a per UNit basis but not on a per acre basis if projects are intelligently planned and if citizen
have the money to pay fairly allocated costs – see “fair allocation pf the benefits...” above.

So – does Fairfax essentially encourage lower income people with kids to commute to the exurbs
as a way to help keep the tax rate down?

Yes, in part.  But that will not work when citizens demand eight or nine Complete, Balanced
COmmunities WITHIN what is now Fairfax County.

Do urban areas REALLY want affordable housing for people with kids?

They may not ‘want’ them but they have to have them to achieve Balanced Complete
COmmunities.  Without Balanced, Complete COmmunities, the tax base and the skilled citizens
move away.

Are the development “restrictions” that the Jim Bacons refer to – really purposeful restrictions
to actually limit “affordable” residential that requires increasing tax rates to cover and
exporting it reduces those costs?

That WAS part of the intent.
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Basically urbanized areas are giant wealth-transfer zones where the rich end up buying down
costs to make it more “affordable” to those less affluent.

This is just one element of The Growth Machine wealth-transfer UP the economic food chain.

Fairfax and American urban areas are the antithesis of the “free market”. 

This is true and few disagree.  That is why citizens must come to support Profound, Fundamental
Transformations.  We hope to articulate those in a forthcoming Current Perspective.

There ARE .. REAL free-market cities – but they are called Cairo and Bombay and La Paz.
Detroit is what happens when “affordability” numbers go upside/down and the affluent leave for
the exurbs.

These Urban enclaves are ALSO wealth-transfer machines.  There is just much less wealth to
transfer and far fewer who benefit.

We rest our case.

END NOTE ONE  ON VOCABULARY AND CAPITALIZATION

In the evolution of a robust and functional Vocabulary to accurately articulate the complexity of
human settlement patterns, SYNERGY / E M Risse avoids the use of Core Confusing Words and
attempts to create words, phrases and letter sequences that are intuitively clear in the context
used. 

Due to the fact that Capitalization survives most inter-system translations, Capitalized terms are
employed when a specific definition of a word or phrase is intended.  ALL CAPS are used for
emphasis.  This is because since italics, underlining, bold and highlighting are removed by many
software translations.

Many words, phrases and letter sequences used in SYNERGY / E M Risse communications,
Perspectives and books that APPEAR to exhibit ‘irregular Capitalization’ are defined in
GLOSSARY linked from the RESOURCES page at www.emrisse.com.   The evolution
continues and some have not yet been added to SYNERGY’s GLOSSARY.

A new Capitalization strategy his been employed starting in CP # 33.  In the past two capitals
have been used in compound words (e.g. OpenSpace, SubRegional, etc.) to focus attention on the
special meaning of these terms.  As noted in Appendix Two of THE SHAPE OF THE FUTURE,
there are some confusing words for which there is no good substitute in English.  In these cases –
Unit, Cluster, Neighborhood, Village and Community – have been capitalized.  In CP # 33 a
double capital is used to start a word (e.g. UNit, CLuster, NEighborhood, VIllage, COmmunity. 
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In addition, other words are given an interior Capital (e.g. HouseHold.)  

This is a trial, feed back is requested.  DO NOT provide negative feedback UNLESS you provide
a alternative strategy.  Using confusing words uncapitalized is NOT an acceptable response.  

In addition to consulting GLOSSARY, one can Google ‘e m risse’ followed by the word, phrase
or letter sequences in question – for example ‘e m risse J / H / S / R / A’ – and find a definition
and / or the word, phrase or letter sequence used in context.

Links are often provided for referenced resources. References to resources not authored by E M
Risse can be located via an Internet search.  

If one does do not find the avoidance of Core Confusing Words and the Capitalization of
precisely defined Vocabulary useful to articulate a comprehensive Conceptual Framework for
human settlement patterns, they are welcome to create your own system to achieve
Understanding in the context of Awareness / Interest / Understanding / Action with respect to
human settlement patterns.  

However, do not be deluded into thinking that you will achieve Understanding using an
inadequate Vocabulary that triggers Unfounded and Conflicting Neural Linguistic Frameworks
that reflect Disorienting Naive Reality founded on Primitive Genetic Proclivities.
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